Aquino, Marcos both sworn as president of Philippines

Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines — Corazon Aquino took the oath of office today as president of a provisional government declared by military rebels battling to end the 20-year rule of Ferdinand Marcos, who himself was sworn in later in his guarded palace.

Marcos took the oath at noon (Philippine time) from the Supreme Court's chief justice, Ramon Aquino, but his vice presidential election rule that the vice presidential government declared by the justices in 1986.

Aquino, who himself was sworn in later in the television station drove back around the rebel-held government area, appealed to her supporters to stay close to the facilities they have been protecting.

"I would like to appeal to our compatriots ... Just a little while ago I've been all this firing going on, so please cease and desist from killing innocent people.

Reshuffling proposal's next step may be in form of student vote

By CHRIS REDNARSKI
Senior Staff Reporter

The fate of the proposed student government constitution could be decided by a student body vote on March 4, according to Committee on Restructuring Chairman Brian Holat, at a meeting of the student senate last night.

"The committee on restructuring and the people on the prevailing side are going to send the proposed constitution and student senators to the HPC (Hall presidents' Council) makes a new proposal," said Holat.

Two-thirds of the voting student body is needed to approve the constitution and put it into effect.

The Hall Presidents' Council meets tonight and could propose changes to the constitution and then submit it for approval to the senate. "It will be brought up," at the meeting said Carroll Hall president Steve Kern. Kern said he suspects the HPC will make changes in the proposed constitution and then send them back to the senate for approval.

In other business, Judicial Council Coordinator Karen Ingwersen said an amendment to the student government election rule that currently prohibits candidates from using the meetings of organizations for campaigning purposes.

According to the proposed amendment, candidates would be allowed to campaign at the meetings of student organizations "provided that all candidates were invited in writing" to the meeting.

Ingwersen said the amendment would prevent hall presidents' from using the chair of their meeting to get an endorsement. "It's only providing a fair organization for meetings," said Ingwersen.

The amendment would also make it easier for Ombudsmen to interpret the election rule according to Ingwersen.

Study silhouette

This silhouetted figure may be studying, but it seems as if she is more intent on the winter landscape outside of Cushing Hall. The window seats in the building serve as popular studying nooks.

Apartheid awareness continues this week

By JIM MOHAN
News Staff

Anti-Apartheid Awareness Week begins this week as a premiere to the upcoming March 4 campus-wide referendum which will ask Notre Dame students if the University should divest its holdings in corporations that support the South African government.

Activities during the week include seminars, forums and films aimed at increasing student awareness of the problems in South Africa, according to Margarita Rose of the Notre Dame Anti-Apartheid Network.

"We hope to increase awareness of the issue of apartheid and divestment, and encourage people to see divestment as the best option for us at Notre Dame," explained Rose.

Members of the Anti-Apartheid Network said they hope their complete schedule of events will enable all students to consider themselves informed enough about divestment to make a personal decision on this complex issue.

Rose added that Notre Dame Director of African Studies Peter Walsh and Management Professor Father Oliver Williams will debate the issue of divestment at an as yet unannounced time and place.
Outdoor ice-skating is postponed because of the absence of "freezing" temperatures. The event was part of the SAB's Winter Festival. - The Observer

Area apartment owners and homeowners will be available to answer questions about living in on-campus housing tonight at 7:30 in room 223 of Hayes-Healy. All those interested are welcome. - The Observer

The Notre Dame department of music announces James Welsh in a guest organ recital. The concert will take place tonight at 8 in Sacred Heart Church. Welsh's program will include Toccata and Fugue in E major, BWV 566 by Johann Sebastian Bach, Trois Pieces pour Orgue by Gabriel Pierné and Variations and Fugue on "God Save the Queen," by Max Reger. The concert is free and open to the public. - The Observer

Mary Feeley, director of Campus Ministry at Saint Mary's, will discuss the work "Illuminations" of Hildegard of Bingen tomorrow from 12:15 to 1 p.m. in Stapleton Lounge of LeMall Hall. - The Observer

Career Day in Detroit will be Thursday, March 6. Applications for the event are available in Room 112 of Hayes-Healy and the Alumni office in the Administration Building. They are due Friday. - The Observer

Hope Prevent Birth Defects — The Nation's Number One Child Health Problem.
Texas Air lands troubled Eastern Airlines in takeover

MIAMI - Racing strike deadlines from unions and default threats from creditors, Eastern Airlines announced yesterday that it would be taken over by aggressive, cost-conscious Lorenzo, a former astronaut, has headed the Miami-based carrier since 1975.

Eastern, the nation's third-largest carrier, as a separate airline.

Charles Bryan, president of the International Association of Machinists local that represents 12,000 Eastern workers, sent Lorenzo a telegram offering cooperation.

Bryan, who also sits on Eastern's board of directors, said Chairman Frank Borman told other board members he would resign from the company following the 2:45 a.m. EST vote on Lorenzo's offer. Borman, a former astronaut, has headed the Miami-based carrier since 1975.

Some union officials and Eastern employees were chagrined at the development, citing what one called Lorenzo's "anti-union" reputation. Bryan, accused by Borman of being a major obstacle to resolve Eastern's crisis, said his union was studying "legal options" that could involve blocking the takeover.

Hats Off to the Irish

Wear your Irish painter's cap to the game
On sale at the Dining Hall.
Today $1

The University Club will join the list of campus buildings under renovation within the month. Pictured above are beginning plans for what will be a series of improvements for the private club.
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No details were disclosed immediately, but union officials said they understood that Lorenzo, whose company also operates Continental Airlines and New York Air, would continue Eastern, the nation's third-largest carrier, as a separate airline.
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Saint Mary’s board to sponsor St. Patrick’s driving service

By PEGGY PROSSER
Staff Reporter

Saint Mary’s students will be able to enjoy St. Patrick’s Day festivities safely if the proposed “driver service” from area bars and parties to campus comes about, said Jeanne Heller, vice president of student affairs and newly elected student body president.

The driver service will be sponsored by the Saint Mary’s Programming Board, instead of a traditional Saint Patrick’s Day event. In past years, students have not been on campus for St. Patrick’s Day due to the time of near Benson.

The rewritten Christian Life Commission Proposal was announced to board members, calling for the replacement of the current position of CLC Commissioner by a Campus Ministry Commissioner. The rationale given for this change is, according to the proposal, “The present responsibilities of both leading the commission and maintaining a position within student government are too consuming for the CLC Commissioners.”

In addition, the previous responsibility of the CLC Commissioner involved being a link between Campus Ministry and Student Government. This is a difficult task for the leader of the CLC as CLC is not in direct link with Campus Ministry.”

This proposal will be submitted to Campus Ministry soon, said Student Body President Anne Marie Killen.

The proposal will feature a debate between Phyllis Schlafly and Sarah Weddington, and Sister Joan Chadester and Gloria Steinem.

The Saint Mary’s lecture is the first of a series of lectures for the weekend, organized by the CLC Commission, according to Har mom.

The Reagan administration said he favors the amendment. "This is a really good amendment to the Constitution and therefore no action could be taken. The Senate will be procedure by a two day notice to formation on it, said Holst. This was the first notice about the amendment and therefore no action could be taken. The Senate will discuss the amendment at its next meeting.

Lei thers continued from page 1

We’ve gone through this with as little bloodshed as possible and I would like for us to continue in this peaceful struggle.”

The Reagan administration called on Marcos to relinquish power peacefully. "Attempts to prolong the life of the present regime by violence are futile," it said in a statement yesterday. "A solution to this crisis can only be achieved through a peaceful transition to a new government.”

A Washington congressional source said the United States offered Marcos a U.S. aircraft to use in leaving the Philippines. The State Department and Pentagon had no immediate comment.

Marcos accused Juan Ponce Enrile and Fidel Ramos, directors of the rebellion, of being a "third force" who wanted power for themselves, and claimed Aquino was backed by communists.

There was no evidence of a communist role in events surrounding the effort to overthrow Marcos. Anti-Marcos politicians went to Camp Crame on yesterday to discuss forming the provisional government, which Enrile had announced.

Senate continued from page 1

Cabinet member Mike Jaeger said he favors the amendment. “This amendment itself seems like a really good amendment to the bylaws. It’s really fair to everyone involved. I don’t see anything in this amendment that would cause problems for anyone,” he said.

Any change in the bylaws must be proceeded by a two day notice to ensure that senate members have information on it, said Holst. This was the first notice about the amendment and therefore no action could be taken. The senate will discuss the amendment at its next meeting.
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Black alumni found need for real changes at Notre Dame

For those who are yet unaware, there is an impending and ongoing racial tension currently existing at Notre Dame. Recently, black students have commanded the attention of the University's administration in a noteworthy attempt to address some rather pressing concerns. Statistics have revealed that Notre Dame is without doubt inadequate in some areas of minority concern. Black students, of course, being the most visible problem.

Lester Flemons

What is often overlooked, however, is the dissatisfaction black students have expressed in other areas of life, work, and academics. Certainly it is no secret that black student life at Notre Dame is not exciting. Rather than participating in an enjoyable traditional grandeur of college life, black students at Notre Dame find themselves trapped in a world of perpetual adjustment and plagued by feelings of inadequacy and frustration. After four years, some black seniors are still trying to figure out why Notre Dame never seems to have a pressing concern. Statistics have revealed an impending and ongoing racial tension currently existing at Notre Dame. Recently, black students have commanded the attention of the University's administration in a noteworthy attempt to address some rather pressing concerns.

Lester Flemons

In the past there has been very little effort on the part of the University to address the problem. For example, last semester the Minority Student Affairs office was given to the provision of merit scholarships to allow Notre Dame to compete for the most academically qualified black American students. The University should review and revive the existing academic counseling mechanism. Whether or not the "Black Alumni Visit" is a success is debatable. One thing the visit did accomplish, however, was that it opened criticism of Blackwell and the Office of Minority Student Affairs. In the late 1960s,米 hall is wondering exactly what Blackwell's job entails, and what has been accomplished in the eight years that he has held the position as director of Minority Student Affairs. "I think we've made some progress," said Blackwell. "But I'm definitely not happy with the way that we are making it.

When asked what the specific purpose of the Office of Minority Student Affairs was, Blackwell responded, "We are not as clearly defined as to the purpose of this office as we should be. It's clear in my mind that we should be an office that works to improve the quality of life for minority students."

In another critical area of concern, the Black Alumni Class of 1967, the freshmen of the Freshman Year of Studies, are jointly working on a project to increase the number of minority students who intend to enter these majors. Currently, O'Meara and Hofman are studying various programs to benefit the black community at Notre Dame.

Lester Flemons is a senior English major at Notre Dame and is on the Notre Dame NAACP press and publicity committee.
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Notre Dame scientists Terry Rettig, Barry Baumbaugh and Randy Ruchti

While the world waits for a repeat performance, Notre Dame scientists Terry Rettig, Barry Baumbaugh and Randy Ruchti are preparing to again capture live images of Halley's Comet in its orbit to Earth just 14 months away. The comet is expected to pass within 39 million miles of Earth.

What makes the team of Notre Dame scientists the center of universal attention are recent pictures the team developed using an intensified CCD (charge-coupling detector) camera. The pictures are faster than anything ever before recorded and show a detailed glimpse of the comet in all its glory.

ABC World News Tonight, Cable News Network, the Associated Press, more than 300 local television stations and several newspapers used the live images obtained in January and волн the group to get more and better pictures of Halley's Comet.

Last month, Rettig lead the team of Notre Dame and Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory scientists, including Al Baumbaugh and Kelly Knickerbocker of Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in South Dade, Fla. In March, the group is planning to go to Hawaii to use the way to Siding Spring, an Australian observatory.

By going to Hawaii, Rettig hopes to avoid the solar system conditions which plagued his team in Florida. The observatory in Hawaii is one of the premier observatories in the world. From there, the team, using the most advanced equipment available, has optimum conditions under which to catch Comet Halley in motion.

The Australian National Observatory has offered the group the opportunity to use its facilities in March.

In fact, the system the group intends to use is even faster than the one they used in January.

The pictures from January gave startling evidence that changes occur in the coma and interior sections of the tail over extremely short periods of time. Why such changes happen remains a mystery. Additional high-speed photographs and a new CID (charge-injected detector) spectrometer will help confirm the changes seen in the January pictures. "No one has ever been able to look at the comet on this timescale," said Rettig. "We're looking at the comet 30 times a second. That's faster than anyone has attempted before. From that, we produce a digitized image which can detect minute changes such as those in the plasma tail that we detected," Rettig continued. "So we actually see the comet changing brightness in the order of seconds or less," Rettig said.

The process of obtaining these photographs can be understood even from the non-scientifically inclined. The equipment can be viewed as a glorified 1/1-inch telescope with an awfully quick camera and processing capability. The images digitized light brightens the incoming light by as much as 50,000 times.

In Rettig's more exact words, "the people from Fermilab developed this system which can digitize images faster than anyone I know. We currently can digitize 100 frames of data per minute, and we expect to be able to digitize 30 frames every 12 seconds." Thirty image frames contain roughly 3.6 million bits of information.

For those who know something about computers, Rettig said, "Our computers can fill up a floppy disk with just several frames of information. Since we cannot digitize all of the data, much of the information is recorded on videotape." Rettig recalled, "The project began when several physicists from Fermilab were working with the high-level energy physics group at Notre Dame developing a new technique for looking at charm and beauty events.

"The equipment they developed and high-scale sensitive detectors, camera and a CCD. By putting those two things together, one is able to look at very low-light level events. If one has ever looked at a telescope, one knows any astronomical object has a low light level. And so it was suggested that we might work together and develop this technique for astronomical uses.

"The comet was an obvious choice because of public interest. We decided to get live images of the comet. In the past, stations had to use the available satellites, and the quality left a lot to be desired. As word spread, we decided to bring this to the public.

"The project grew tremendously quickly. The first visit to Hawaii was January, and the second was March.

"The project was suggested they might be able to do color enhancement," Rettig said. "While all of this was going on, Television Broadcasts, ABC World News Tonight, CNN, NBC, and the Associated Press picked up the information," Rettig said.

From there the project grew in comet-like proportions.

Rettig's team has brought tremendous attention to the group and to Notre Dame. On the day the group arrived in Florida, more than 100 phone calls were received according to Phil Kroeze, associate editor of Television Broadcast trade magazine which arranged the project.

The project has sparked interest from several astronomical organizations including The International Halley's Watch, National Geographic and the Planetary Society and may even receive support from the National Science Foundation. Carl Sagen has voiced interest and written a letter of support for the project.

"Notre Dame has received a tremendous amount of publicity," Rettig said. "And at the bottom of it all are the photographs of the comet, which is the end result of the project.

"While in Florida, we were doing numerous telephone interviews per day and usually were on television live most evenings. National news coverage was provided by ABC World News Tonight, CNN and NBC," Rettig noted.

Conventional videotaping produces a very poor quality picture of the comet. In the past, stations have relied on still photographs of it. With the new method, Notre Dame is attracting the attention of the scientific community.

The pictures obtained in Florida gave millions of Americans an opportunity to see the comet for the first time. The pictures brought scientific excitement into the homes of people who ordinarily would not have had an opportunity to watch the comet.
**Sports Briefs**

**The ND women's track team will hold an organizational meeting tonight at 11 in the South Lounge of Walsh Hall. The meeting is for any student who is currently not a member of the track team but would like to run in the spring season. For more information call Susan Wanchow at 283-4089. - The Observer**

**WVFV Sports AM 64, will broadcast the ND-DePaul men's basketball game tonight at 7:15 beginning with "Digger" says. Coach Joe Weingartner will handle the play-by-play. Immediately following the game broadcast will be "Speaking of Sports." Listeners may phone in their questions or comments to campus police Frank Macro and Rudy Brandl at 239-6400. - The Observer**

**The ND/Women's Golf Club will be videotaping tomorrow at the regularly scheduled time. Viewing will take place Sunday at 5 p.m. in the Football Auditorium of the ACC. For more information call Laura Glasgow at 283-3351. - The Observer**

**An interhall lacrosse tourney is being sponsored by NVA. Interested teams must register by tomorrow at the NVA office. Rosters must include between 15-25 players and must be submitted with a $25 team entry fee. For more information call NVA at 239-6100. - The Observer**

**NVA captains meeting for upcoming floor hockey and volleyball tournaments will be held Thursday. The volleyball meeting will be at 4:30 p.m., while the floor hockey meeting will take place at 5 p.m. For more information call NVA. - The Observer**

**FAMOUS LAST WORDS FROM FRIENDS/CHILDREN**

"Are you OK Santa?"
"What's a here?"
"If you haven't had much trouble..."
"I'm just a minor problem..."
"I'm very happy..."
"You're a dear to have around..."
"I don't know what to do about..."
"We'd love to help you..."
"Let's drink..."
"Nevously driving my car but not..."
Wrestling team loses two matches over weekend, record drops to 7-8

By GREG STOHR
Sport Writer

For the first time in five years, the Notre Dame wrestling team has finished its regular season with a losing record. Losses Saturday to Nebraska and Brigham Young dropped the Irish dual meet record to 7-8.

Undaunted, though, is second-year head coach Fran McCann. McCann was quite content with his squad's final effort before the NCAA tournament, particularly in the 22-16 loss to 12th-ranked Nebraska.

"I was extremely pleased," he said. "They're a good team. I felt pretty good that we stayed with them."

An upset victory by either 142-pound Pat Boyd or 190-pound Dave Helmer could have given the Irish the win. Both faced top Cornhusker opponents, and both lost narrow decisions.

"We needed an upset, and we just didn't get it," said McCann.

The 24-13 defeat by BYU included the first dual meet loss in the young Notre Dame career of 134-pound Jerry Durso. Down 8-2 after the first period, the freshman suffered a 10-9 setback, snapping his 15-match win streak. Durso, however, still can boast of a 36-7 record, best on the Irish squad.

Two highlights for McCann were double-winners John Krug and highly-regarded Cody Olson. The two wins by 167-pound Geneser raised his season record to 26-13.

McCann has little time to be discouraged by the losses. He must ready his young squad for the NCAA Western Regionals, which begin Saturday in Springfield, Mo.

"We've had a meeting Saturday night, and we decided this was a new season for us," he says. "All the matches before this were preliminaries, but this is the main event. Our kids are motivated, and they believe they can win. This is the goal they've been shooting for all year, and now it's time to get it."

The Observer/Hanna Hacker
Senior John Krug is shown here trying to gain the upper hand in wrestling action at the ACC. The Irish dropped tough matches to Nebraska and Brigham Young over the weekend and saw their record drop to 7-8. Greg Stoeber has details at left.

"You've had too much to drink, let me drive.
Nobody drives my car with my eyes closed.
I think you had a few too many.
You've had my car but me."

DRINKING AND DRIVING CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP!

DISTINGUISHED STUDENT AWARD

The Notre Dame Alumni Association will be accepting nominations from February 16-28 for the 5th annual Distinguished Student Award. The Distinguished Student Award was created to honor an outstanding senior student at the University based on the following criteria:

1) Service to Notre Dame,
2) Service to the Community, and,
3) Good Academic Standing.

Applications can be obtained at the Alumni Association Office on the second floor of the Administration Building, The Center for Social Concerns, and at Campus Ministry Office in the Memorial Library.

Nominations must be submitted to the Association by Feb. 28, 1986.

BANKING...
ON CAMPUS AT SAINT MARY'S

1st Source Bank's office, located at Saint Mary's College in Haggar College Center, offers free checking to Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students and faculty.

In addition, this office brings you the convenience of 24 hr. banking locations to serve you!

Banking Hours - Monday through Friday

Mon. thru Thurs. - 11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Friday - 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Join Michiana's 1st Team for unsurpassed banking service!

Save how much on Tuesday?

$2.00 off a 16-inch pizza!

Fresh, hot, great-tasting pizza from DOMINO'S PIZZA®. Made to order and delivered in 30 minutes, guaranteed, or you get $3.00 off your order.

And on Tuesday, get $2.00 off any 16-inch cheese pizza with 2 or more toppings.

Just ask for Tuesday's special. Available all day this Tuesday...only from Domino's Pizza.

THE TEMPEST

A Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Theatre production

The University of Notre Dame
Department of Communication and Theatre presents

by William Shakespeare

Directed by Paul Van Middlesworth

DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS FREE.
Boxing club gearing up for Bengal Bouts

The question for the Boxing Club a month ago was whether or not the large turnout for the first meeting would stay with the program through the entire season. It appears that the large turnout was no fluke, as the club still has more than 80 boxers preparing for next week's Bengal Bouts.

"The kids have been really faithful this semester," says Jack Mooney, who has been coaching students for the last few years. "They've been doing a lot of boxing lately, and they've improved 100 percent."

This week the club members taper off from the demanding workout load in preparation for the Bengals. In his first year with the club, junior John Weber is pleased with the season thus far.

"This is the best shape I've been in my life," says Weber. "I'm really excited about boxing in the Bengals, especially for the cause."

That cause, of course, is to raise funds for the Holy Cross missions in Bangladesh. The club hopes to surpass last year's totals of 8,500 fans and $15,000 raised.

This year's bouts will feature two returning champions, 165-pound Don Antonio and super-heavyweight Pernell Taylor. Taylor happens to be the only football player who will box in the Bengals.

"We're too tough on the football players," jokes Mooney. "We're training them harder than Gerry Faust did."

The bouts will take place the evenings of March 2, 5 and 7 at Stepan Center. Tickets are on sale at the Gate 10 box office of the ACC.

The Volleyball Club had a rough week - they lost one game and were forced to postpone another.

On Tuesday the team traveled to Ball State to take on the Cardinals. In the first game Notre Dame took a 6-1 lead, but Ball State scored 14 unanswered points to take the game. Then in the second game the Irish were up 11-7, but were outscored 8-1 and dropped the game. The Cards easily took the third game, 15-1.

On Saturday, the team was to travel to Columbus to take on Ohio State, but the van the team was using broke down just as they were leaving the Notre Dame campus. The game has been rescheduled for March 8.

The team is off this week because of the cancellation of the matches scheduled this week against Alabama and Northern Illinois. The following week the team will travel to Fort Wayne to take on IUPUI-Fort Wayne.

The Women's Track Club wound up its indoor season in Ann Arbor this past weekend in the Silverston Invitational. For many teams this was their last chance to qualify for nationals. But because the club runners cannot run in the national meet, it was a chance to test their personal bests.

Kathleen Lehman and Christine Dragani finished 10th and 12th respectively, in the 1,000-yard run. Lehman was the only runner to double, placing seventh in the 600-yard run.

The other three participants from Notre Dame were Maureen O'Leary, who took seventh in the 300-yard run, Nancy Laughlin, who took 14th in the two-mile, and Susan Rosenthal, who had a toss of 33 feet, five inches in the shot put.

The club opens its outdoor season on March 7 at Eastern Michigan, and is then off until after spring break. Ryan wants to use this time until April to continue the training of the indoor season.
Men's tennis team drops tough match to IU

By PETE SIKKO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's tennis team lost a heartbreaking 5-4 decision to Indiana at the IU Tennis Center in Bloomington on Sunday, after more than five hours of match play.

The slate of six singles matches went 4-2 in favor of Indiana, which meant that the Irish needed to come away with the three doubles matches in order to take the overall win. Freshman Brian Kalbas and senior Joe Nelligan rallied to win at third doubles and Tim Carr and Dave Reiter knotted the team score at four with a decisive 6-3, 6-4 win at second doubles.

"It all came down to our number-one doubles," said Head Coach Tom Fallon, speaking of freshmen Dan Walsh and Paul Daggs. "Unfortunately, it got away from us. I was really pleased with our play, though, considering our lack of experience. We played a tough team and went toe-to-toe with them."

Notre Dame's top six players consist of one senior, two sophomores, and three freshmen, with Kalbas and Carr, both freshmen, holding down the top two singles positions.

"I'd have to say that it (inexperience) was a factor," added Fallon. "We were in control of a few matches and couldn't put them away. But I think that's something that will resolve itself as the year goes on."

Kalbas, the Ohio and Pennsylvania state singles champion in high school, was disappointed with the team's narrow loss and hit 2-6, 7-6, 6-1 defeat at number-one singles, but said he felt the opponent and not inexperience was the main reason behind Indiana's victory.

"Indiana was third in the Big Ten last year," said Kalbas. "They've got some players. I mean, before the match some of us might have been a little nervous, with it being our first real college match. But once you're into it, the inexperience factor is out the window. It's you against him, your style of play against his."

"(The freshmen) held our own in the doubles when we needed to. Sure, we should have won the mat-

Walsh won for the Irish at third singles by a 7-6, 3-6, 7-6 score and Daggs took sixth singles, 6-4, 7-5. Carr and Reiter each lost in three sets at numbers two and five respectively, and Nelligan was defeated 7-6, 6-2 at number four.

The tennis team, now 3-1 on the winter season, travels to Iowa City, Iowa for a quadrangular meet against Iowa, Iowa State, and Northern Illinois this weekend.

---

Shipping & Handling 7.00

Total: $99.00

Round trip. Anywhere we go.

This Spring Break, if you and your friends are thinking about heading to the slopes, the beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound® can take you there. For only $99 or less, round trip, from February 15 through April 27, all you do is show us your college student I.D. card when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days from the date of purchase.

So this Spring Break, get a real break. Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less. For more information, call Greyhound.

---

Contact Lens Suppliers, Inc.
30600 Center Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44129
216-248-2417
Contact Lens Suppliers for 25 Years

Please send ___ pairs at only ___ ________

---

Round trip. Anywhere we go.

Greyhound® gives you a break on Spring Break.

---

$99

Round trip. Anywhere we go.

Michiana Regional Airport, 4671 Terminal Drive, South Bend, IN, 287-6541
Gorlot's Recital

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1. Denials
2. Macaws
3. Portion of cards
7. Just make
11. Legendary loser
12. Cholophet
13. Gin
15. Russ. tyrant
16. Flowery environment
18. Leafy branch
19. Life-giving
22. Polish rubar
23. Pointed tooth
27. Statue
31. Quality
32. Her only eye to
35. Men
39. Conductor's wand
41. --- Marie
42. Wear away
43. Harriet Beecher
44. Branch
46. Million signs
47. Nothing for Nina
49. Abominates
51. Adhesive
53. Limit
55. An impression
56. Infrared rays
58. Do ...
59. --- others
61. Who lives in
62. The Brooklyn
63. --- and ---
66. Ripe or ---
67. --- Man or Wight
68. --- Dead with ---ing
69. --- Unit of force
70. Indian peasant
71. Caches "Gorlot"
72. Except

DOWN
1. --- and his money ...
2. Kind of a show
3. Roscoe of film
4. Most sensitive
5. True
6. Celebration
7. Mrs. Reynolds
8. Water game
9. Gas rise
10. Puzzle clues
11. For short
12. --- Orderly
13. Pitcher's
14. --- a no-no
15. Theorem
16. --- Bears
17. " --- of a book"
18. Be apparently
19. True
20. --- Marshall
21. --- Security
22. --- Wascommunication
23. --- Theorem
24. --- Marshall
25. --- Marshall
26. --- Marshall
27. --- Marshall
28. --- Marshall
29. --- Marshall
30. --- Marshall
31. --- Marshall
32. --- Marshall
33. --- Marshall
34. --- Marshall
35. --- Marshall
36. --- Marshall
37. --- Marshall
38. --- Marshall
39. --- Marshall
40. --- Marshall
41. --- Marshall
42. --- Marshall
43. --- Marshall
44. --- Marshall
45. --- Marshall
46. --- Marshall
47. --- Marshall
48. --- Marshall
49. --- Marshall
50. --- Marshall
51. --- Marshall
52. --- Marshall
53. --- Marshall
54. --- Marshall
55. --- Marshall
56. --- Marshall
57. --- Marshall
58. --- Marshall
59. --- Marshall
60. --- Marshall
61. --- Marshall
62. --- Marshall
63. --- Marshall
64. --- Marshall
65. --- Marshall
66. --- Marshall
67. --- Marshall
68. --- Marshall
69. --- Marshall
70. --- Marshall
71. --- Marshall
72. --- Marshall

Campus

*3:30 P.M. - Computer MiniCourse, Lotus part I: Room 104 Computing Center
*4:30 P.M. - Colloquium, "Theorems That Can't Be Proven," Prof. Ted Slaman, University of Chicago, Room 220 Computer Center and Math Building, Sponsored by the Math Dept.
*5:30 P.M. - Seminar, "Immune Effector Mechanism Against Malaria," Dr. James Jensen, Michigan State University, Room 283 Galvin Life Sciences Center, Sponsored by the Biology Dept.
*5 P.M. - Open House, Off-Campus Housing Night, Basement of LaFortune, Sponsored by the Notre Dame Student Government

The Irish Gardens

Lowest Prices in Town!

ORDER NOW! CALL 283-4242

Mon - Sat 12:30-5:30
Blue Demons need to defeat Irish tonight to hold tournament chances

By RICK RIEFTROCK
Sports Writer

A week ago, DePaul was in the midst of a four-game losing streak and rumors questioned the job security of Blue Demon's head coach Joey Meyer in abundance.

The DePaul squad that visits Notre Dame tonight, however, is quite a different group. It is fresh off victories over Indiana State and No. 6 St. John's that have raised its record to 15-10 and have rekindled hopes of an NCAA tournament berth.

This turnaround has Irish head coach Digger Phelps wary of the Blue Demons heading into tonight's contest scheduled for 7:30 in the ACC.

"Just as when we faced Maryland here a few weeks ago, we are aware of how good they are, and they're ready to explode," Phelps says. "I think DePaul just got tired of losing and they played very, very well against St. John's."

"Now DePaul comes in here with a lot of momentum and knowing that this is countdown time and the independents are all playing each and every game. They're in a position, like we were last year, to play for an NCAA bid and I think that's what DePaul's coming in here to do."

Leading the DePaul charge will be junior forward D'allas Comegys and freshman forward Rod Strickland. Comegys, a high school teammate of Notre Dame's Mark Stevenson at Roman Catholic High School in Philadelphia, leads the Demons in scoring with 14.3 average, and is second in rebounds with six per game. Strickland averages 13.7 points per game and 5.1 assists. Phelps regards the 6-3 floorleader as "one of the best guards in college basketball."

Expected to round out the DePaul starting lineup are 6-9 senior Mark Embry (6.7 points, 7.2 rebounds) at center, 6-4 freshman Terence Greene (6.3 points, 2.9 rebounds) at forward, and sophomore Andy Laux (6.9 points, 0.8 assists). This lineup, with essentially three guards (Strickland, Greene and Laux) moves 6-4 senior forward Kevin Holmes, who had been a starter instead of Laux, to the bench. Holmes averages 8.8 points and 5.4 rebounds per game and is joined by 6-5 senior swingman Tony Jackson (8.2 points, 4.2 rebounds) and 6-11 senior center Leonem Lampley (8.1 points, 5.2 rebounds) as Joe Meyer's top reserves.

Notre Dame and DePaul have met once already this year as part of the home-and-home series between the major independents. In that game at the Rosemont Horizon, the Irish snapped a six-game losing streak against the Demons with a 70-54 victory behind 24 points from David Rivers and 18 points from Ken Barlow. Strickland paced DePaul with 14 points and added nine assists.

DePaul has 1-3 record in round-robin play against the major independents, while Notre Dame has a 2-1 mark. DePaul has split with Dayton, winning 66-52 at home and losing at Dayton, 77-64, and also dropped a five-point decision at Marquette.

The Irish, coming off consecutive blowouts over Miami and Manhattan, figure to start their usual five against the Blue Demons as forward Donald Royal (10.2 points, 4.7 rebounds) and guard Mark Stevenson (8.2 points, 2.3 rebounds) return to the lineup after missing starts because of a hip injury and illness, respectively.

Sophomore guard David Rivers continues to lead the Irish in scoring at 14.6 points per game while adding nearly 4.8 assists per contest. Ken Barlow, coming off a career-high 28-point game in Miami, has seen his average creep up and now stands at 15.3 points per game, while leading the team with 5.5 rebounds per game. Senior Tim Lampley and the Blue Demons will visit the ACC tonight for a 7:30 clash with the Irish. Rick Rieftrock previews the contest at left.

Underclassmen carry swim team to NSC crown

By KATHLEEN McKERNAN
Sports Writer

The women's swim team won its third consecutive North Star Conference championship at the three-day meet this weekend, scoring 319 points to host and closest competitor Evansville's 467.

"One good thing about this was that we were deep enough," Irish head coach Tim Welsh noted. "We had allowed all juniors who wanted to stay to stay for Junior Parents' Weekend. We hoped the underclassmen would carry the meet."

They did.

Last Thursday, sophomore Amy Darlington opened the individual events for the Irish with a win in the 500-yard freestyle. A medley team of freshmen Kelly Quinn, Tracy Johnson, sophomore Barbara Byrne, and senior co-captain Venetie Cicholico led off the competition, taking first in the 200-yard relay.

"Those first victories really set the tone for the rest of the week," said Welsh. "It was a very solid opening."

The meet was divided into opening and championship heats. First, 12 events competed in each event. Then the top six finishers advanced to the championship where they swam another race in a fight for their place in the top six. Notre Dame's depth was apparent when its younger swimmers began to fill the places in the championship races.

Sophomore Nancy O'Brien made the championship finals in her key events of the 100 and 200-yard breaststroke. Monica Smith, according to Welsh, also made substantial time drops.

"Monica, Nancy and Holliane (Logan) were able to populate the big (championship) team for us," Welsh said. "Usually when a team begins to do that, they begin to take the meet."

Freshman Kelly Quinn also made important contributions. On Friday, she had four swims which she handled extremely well, according to Welsh.

"She did a terrific job," Welsh noted. "If she had been unable to handle it we would have been in trouble. She really helped the program."

On the second day, the Irish received further inspiration through the presence of former coach Dennis Stark. Before Welsh's arrival this year, Stark had coached the women's team in its previous four years of existence.

"It was wonderful," Welsh noted. "He came at a time when we were a little bit flat. The enthusiasm he generated was just great."

Other winners over the weekend were Andrea Bonny in the one and three-meter diving and Cicholico in the 100 and 200-yard breaststroke.

Anne Costello, a sophomore in her first year of collegiate swimming, also took first in the 150-yard freestyle. Darlington established a new school record in the 400-yard individual relay with her time of 4:47.41.
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DePaul center Lampley jams one home as Creighton's Lembreck Baugh looks on helplessly. Lampley and the Blue Demons will visit the ACC tonight for a 7:30 clash with the Irish. Rick Rieftrock previews the contest at left.

Hockey team drops 2, suffers 3 more injuries

Special to The Observer

The Notre Dame team lost more than just a pair of games to Northern Arizona this weekend - it lost three more players to injuries, something it could ill afford.

In Friday's series-opening 8-5 loss, co-captain Bob Thebeau went down with a knee injury and sophomore Tom Mooney was knocked out of the game with a head injury. Saturday, the Irish dropped an 11-5 decision, and lost junior Rich Soblo to a shoulder separation.

Notre Dame head coach Lefty Smith was already forced to leave four of his regulars home when the Irish left for the series with the Lumber Jacks. Graduate student Brent Chapman and seniors Jeff Badalich were sidelined with shoulder separations, while junior John Nickdemus and sophomore Frank O'Brien missed the series with leg injuries.

The only bright spot was that the injuries paved the way for some of the younger players to shine on the trip. Freshman Bob Gerber enjoyed his finest series as a Notre Dame player, scoring two goals in Friday night's game and adding a goal and an assist in Saturday's contest. Sophomore Mike McNell chipped in with two goals and an assist in the series.

"We came out Friday night and played well until Bob and Tom went down," said Smith. "We were down by one goal in the third period and the roof caved in on us."

"North Dakota State's program is very young but they have proven that they are competitive," said Smith. "How we play this weekend will depend in part on who we can get back from the injured list."